Introduction
Let Y be a complex manifold, and S an open disc. Put X=YxS 9 and identify Y with Fx{0}. Let (M, F) ((M, F) , (o> using a resolution of (M, F) (and (o) x , F)) 9 cf. 1.1, where a>^ is the sheaf of holomorphic differential forms of highest degree and Gr F Q) x =0 for /?4=0, Assume that (M, F) has the filtration V satisfying the conditions (1.2.1-7) in 1.2. Then we can define the vanishing cycle functors by ir (M, F) = e.^o Gr v a (M, F[l] 
) (AT, F) -Grf (Af, F) .
We also show that these duality isomorphisms are compatible with topological ones, i.e. by the natural isomorphisms DR(^M)=^DR (M) (M) [-l] in [SI, 3.4 .12] (cf. also [M] [K2]) and DRoB=DoDR in [SI, 2.4 .12] (cf. also [K4] ) 3 they correspond to the induced pairings -P^S , /> 0 1 /S in [SI, on the vanishing cycles of DR (M) and DR (DM) , where S is the natural pairing of DR (M) and DR(DM), cf. 2.2. Note that the arguments used in the proof of these results can be easily applied to the non filtered case, cf. 1.7, 2.4, and in the one dimensional case they were obtained in the Appendix of [S3] . In the normal crossing case, we calculate the vanishing cycle functors and the induced dualities on them explicitly, cf. §3. These results are used in the proof of [S2] .
I would like to thank Prof. Kashiwara for useful discussions. Some part of this work was done during my stay at IHES. I would like to thank the staff of the institute for the hospitality. §1 8 Analytic Duality for Vanishing Cycle Functors 1.1. Dual functor (cf. [SI] ). Let X be a complex manifold of dimension w, and 3) x the sheaf of holomorphic differential operators with the filtration F by the degree of operators. In this note we use the right ^-Modules, because they are more convenient to the definition of the dual functor.
Let MF(3)x) be the category of filtered .^-Modules (M, F) such that F is exhaustive and F p =0 for p<£® locally on X, and MG(® P F P^)X ) the category of graded Modules M. over the graded algebra ® P F P 3) X such that M p =0 for /7<0 locally on X. By the natural functor (M, F)^® p F p M, MF(3) X ) is a full subcategory of MG(® P F P <D X ). We denote by D* oh F(3) x ) the derived category of bounded complexes of filtered .S^-Modules whose cohomologies in MG(@ P F p M) are coherent over ©^ F p 3) x .
We say that a filtered . where the filtration F on K x is trivial, i.e. 6r£ K X =Q for p^pQ, so that F P (K X ® 3)x) = K x ®Fp 3) X i an d K X ®Q<D X is a right .2^-bi-Module having an involution which is the identity on O x and exchanges the two structures of right 3) xModule (cf. [SI, 2.4.2] ). Here <=Mom F means the union (or inductive limit) of morphisms which preserve the filtration up to shifts so that D (M, F) becomes a complex of filtered J2) z -Modules whose components are induced, cf. [SI, 2.4.3] . Moreover D (M, F) ;>0, and we get the dual functor:
2^-Module (M, F) is induced, if it is isomorphic to (L, F) ®o (S>x, F) for a filtered O^-Module (L, F). For an induced filtered .Sk-Module (M, F) we define a filtration G by G P M=(F P M) 3) x so that Grf (M, F) is isomorphic to Gr
Note that D is independent of the choice of K x , because we can take for K x a resolution by injective .S^-Modules (so that a morphism of complexes between two resolutions is constructed.) By (1.1.1) we get also i s:=td t . We define the increasing filtration V of 3) x by Sometimes F will be indexed by Q so that V <& = V i for f fga</+l and Let M be a .S^-Module. By Kashiwara [K2] , there exists at most one increasing exhaustive filtration V of M, indexed by Q and satisfying:
where we assume that V is discretely indexed locally on X, i.e. there is locally a positive integer m such that V^ = V i/m for i/m^a<(i+l)/m, and put F <13 M= UtfO^Af for y£eJ2. Let (M, F) be a holonomic filtered ^-Module. We assume that M has the filtration V satisfying (1.2.1-4) and
Grl (M, F) are holonomic filtered ^-Modules.
Then we define the vanishing cycle functors of (M, F) by: (M, F) , and define can: ^ (M, F)-^ti(M, F) 
Then we have equivalences of categories :
by assigning (M rt 
which remains valid if we add the upper suifix (a). In fact, in the proof of (1.1.1), we used the canonical resolution by bounded complex of induced Modules (cf. [SI, 2.1.6] ) which is also valid in the case where the filtered Modules have the endomorphism N or the morphisms can, Var. Therefore we get the equivalences of categories forgetting the cohomological conditions for me and/. The coherence condition (1.3.11) for (M o3 
(using the filtration G and (1.3.13)), which implies (1.3.10), combined with (1.3.9). Thus we get (1.3.15) by the construction of 1.4 below and the proof of [SI, 2.1.16] . Here note that (1.3.15) is valid by replacing the bounded condition b by +, -or omitting it. Therefore we get
is equivalent to the full subcategory of DwcGF^G^tDx) defined by the cohomological condition:
is filtered acyclic for j>0 , which will be used in the definition of the dual functor.
Lemma. For a filtered graded Module
(fl°b e the decomposition as in (1.3.12), and put (M a 
, F)j : =(M^ F)® c Gr v (£) S) F) MGF sf (Gr v S)x), where the degree of(M os , F)®1 is ft. Then we have the can-
onical semi-free resolution :
where the morphisms are defined by
Here can, Var and N are defined by d t , t and s-a with s=td t .
Proof. We show the case a=Q. The remaining case is rather easy. By (1.3.1-2) it is enough to show the degree -1 and 0 part. We show the degree -1 part. The other case is similarly checked. 
where «= -1, 0. Then Gr w Gr F of w', v' become ,s'0id and pr+0, where pr:
-+GrpM a is the natural projection and 0 is the zero map. Therefore we get the assertion. 
Dual functor on the filtered graded
Here the twisted (i.e. not by multiplication from the right) action of Gr v £D x is defined by
where we&> F and P^Gr v 3) x , and the degree of o) Y ®Gr^S) x is i-l (same for
we define the dual by :
where J/«m F is as in (1.1.2) and the filtration
e. the filtered acyclic condition is preserved, where we use the filtration G and (1.3.13). By a similar argument we check that the coherence condition (1.3.10) is preserved and
As to the condition (1.3.9), we use the canonical filtration r (with the equivalence (1.3.15)) and the generalization of [SI, 2.1.16] 
W~l-« D(M a , F) =(D¥*(M a ,F))(-l)
for -l<a<0 9
(
so that the action of N, can, Var on the left hand side is identified with the transpose of -N, -Var, can on the right hand side respectively, because the morphisms u' and u" in 1.4 are (essentially) self-dual. Here (k) for an integer k means the Tate twist so that (M,F) (
such that the action of s on -fr^D^M, F) is identified with the transpose of -l-s on ^i(M, F)(: = ©_ 1<fl5<0 GrI (M,F[l] )) 3 and can, Var on the left hand side with the transpose of -Var, can on the right.
Proof. It is enough to show the first assertion and the natural isomorphism:
is also a filtered quasi-isomorphism. Then for the calculation of D (M, F) , (resp. D Gr v (M, FJ) , we can use the above resolution and replace ^(resp.
(1.5.1)), and this complex is denoted by
where o> x has the filtration F as a right l3) x 
as complexes of filtered graded Gr F j2) z -Modules, because as right Gr y .fi) z -bi-Modules. Then by [SI, and (1.5.4) (cf. the proof of [SI, 5.1.13 
]), D(L;F, V) is bi-strict (cf. [SI, 1 2.2]), and by the above quasiisomorphism, the filtration V on D(L, F) induces the nitration V on D(M, F)
satisfying (1.2.1-7). Thus we get the first assertion and (1.6.2) locally. We check that this isomorphism is independent of the local resolution (L, F) and (1.6.2) is globally well-defined.
1.7. Remark. The arguments in this section can be applied to the non filtered case as follows. Let X, Y be as in 1.2, and M(3) X } Y the category of coherent } z -Modules having the filtration of Malgrange-Kashiwara along Y. Here we choose and fix an ordering of C such that «<«+!, a+m<b for some meJ^T, and a<b&-b<-a^a+l<b+l for any a,b^C. Put A = {a^C: -\<a< 0} , and A ' =A\ {0} . Then M e M(£D X ) Y has the filtration V indexed by C such that F^Mare coherent over V^XD and td t -a is nilpotent on Gr#M (locally on X). We define
which are independent of the choice of the ordering. Here note that the holonomic .S^-Modules belong to M(<D X ) Y by [K3] (combined with the argument as in [SI, 3.2.4] where no sign appears. The problem is that the isomorphism (1. where we may assume that K is represented by a bounded complex of injective C^-Modules (i.e. flasque sheaves), and this representative is also denoted by K. The action of the monodromy T is induced by the action of r* on /* j*j*K, where r is a generator of the covering transformation group of it defined by x\-*x+l if TT is identified with the exponential map A'i->exp (2nix). Then we have the natural decomposition (cf. [SI, 3.4.14 
We define the action of N on Here we omit the Tate twist (-1) using the canonical isomorphism
We have the natural quasi-isomorphism:
where the right hand side is the single complex associated to the double complex such that i*K has the degree 0 with respect to the first index. From now on, r/Cwill denote the target of the quasi-isomorphism (2.1.4). 
induced by the natural projection. In particular we get the distinguished triangle : 
is a bifiltered resolution on a neighborhood of F 9 where
For atEQ, let 0J(resp. OJ) be the left .S^sub-Module of 1*1* /# /* 0 Z generated by ^+ ; ' (resp. r* +J '(log 0' O'^O)) for je^ over 0 Z . We define the decreasing filtration V on Ox and O°x by [^] is a complex of right ^-Modules such that
Then by [SI, 3.4.12 
with ^ the natural inclusions, and into its associated single complex, we have a quasi-isomorphism of ZJL 0 defined by
Here the bidegree of Grl DL [d t 
The composition of these morphisms with the above morphism representing P $ 1 S* coincides with the natural isomorphism
This completes the proof of 2.2.
2.3.
Remark. Corresponding to the operation in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we have the following for a complex of C-Modules.
For a^C/Z, we define E { f> to be the subsheaf of n*Cs* annihilated by (T-Q\p(27ciaJ) ki ' 1 for £^0, where T=r* with r the generator of the covering transformation as in 2.1. Then E^ is a local system on 5*, whose monodromy is given by T' 1 . Put E^=E^=lim E^d^Cs^ and ~EP=r(S*,n*EP)
. Let / be the coordinate of S, and z=(2m)~l log t that of S* so that r is given by zh-»z+l. We choose base points;?' of S* andp of S* so that n(p')=p and Re 2=0 at /?'• Then ys' 1 (p)=p'+Z 9 and we have canonical by [SI, 3.1.7] , and in the holonomic case (2.4.2) is equivalent to (2.4.1) for the dual of M by duality, cf. 1.7. We can show the comrnutativily of ^, 0 t with DR as in [SI, 3.4] , if the following conditions are satisfied: Proo/. Put />=^" 1 (0) wrf , and let j: C/ = JrXjD-^^ be the natural inclusion.
Then by 2.3 and using the graph of g, ^exp^ao^ is represented by the mapping cone of
so that the action of TV on ^expCz***)^ corresponds to id® TV. Here the pull back of E M is also denoted by E ( *\ and -TV e End £' We check that this morphism is surjective, using a filtration on yr^^K and reducing to the case where ^-=0 on W^+^nK for i^m. Thus we get the first assertion and the other assertions follow from the above description of the action of N i9 etc. on ¥}j l (j^K®E (^) , etc. for -l^cK<0 (cf 2.3), using the graph of g and then the projection XxC-*X (i.e. taking DR S ), where j\, j* are taken in the category of inductive limit of regular holonomic quasi-unipotent ^-Modules with normal crossing singular supports, i.e.
Here r*, r=log r mean e^, f in 2.3 so that In particular, we get the induced pairing:
by 2.3 9 where /*Ty in the last term is at degree -2. We check that this morphism is naturally extended to :
: C(Kf [r] -c([(r z ), and it is homo topic to the morphism (also denoted by ^8) which factors through [2] -(r z ), [2] -> r z [2] by 3.6, where the first isomorphism is induced by and the second morphism is defined as above (using F'F-module structure).
Here note that the projection of (3.5. defined by (a, b; c, d} h-» (/(a, d)+(~l) i g(b, c), h(b, d) ) for (The proof is left to the reader.) 3 e 7 8 Remark. Using 3.3-5, we can generalize [S2, 3.20, 3.27 ] to the nonquasiunipotent case where the filtration V is indexed by R. Note that the absolute value of the eigenvalues of the local monodromies of the polarizable variations of Hodge structures is 1, and the other results in [SI, 2] can be generalized to this case, because the result of Schmid and Zucker used in [SI] is true in this case by Deligne-Schmid and Zucker.
